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Abstract

A nearly pole-to-pole survey near 140°E longitude on Europa revealed many areas that exhibit past lateral surface motions,

and these areas were examined to determine whether the motions can be described by systems of rigid plates moving across

Europa’s surface. Three areas showing plate-like behavior were examined in detail to determine the sequence of events that

deformed the surface. All three areas were reconstructed to reveal the original pre-plate motion surfaces by performing multi-

stage rotations of plates in spherical coordinates. Several motions observed along single plate boundaries were also noted in

previous works, but this work links together isolated observations of lateral offsets into integrated systems of moving plates.

Not all of the surveyed surface could be described by systems of rigid plates. There is evidence that the plate motions did not

all happen at the same time, and that they are not happening today. We conclude that plate tectonic-like behavior on Europa

occurs episodically, in limited regions, with less than 100 km of lateral motion accommodated along any particular boundary

before plate motions cease. Europa may represent a world perched on the theoretical boundary between stagnant and mobile lid

convective behavior, or it may represent an additional example of the wide variations in possible planetary convective regimes.

Differences in observed strike-slip sense and plate rotation directions between the northern and southern hemispheres indicate

that tidal forces may influence plate motions.
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Key Points: 22 

• Several regions on Europa can be reconstructed as systems of rigid plates. 23 

• Plate motions on Europa are confined to regional patches and limited time periods. 24 

• Motions along plate boundaries are limited to less than 100 km, and may be influenced 25 
by diurnal tides. 26 

  27 
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Abstract 28 

A nearly pole-to-pole survey near 140°E longitude on Europa revealed many areas that exhibit 29 

past lateral surface motions, and these areas were examined to determine whether the motions 30 

can be described by systems of rigid plates moving across Europa’s surface.  Three areas 31 

showing plate-like behavior were examined in detail to determine the sequence of events that 32 

deformed the surface.  All three areas were reconstructed to reveal the original pre-plate motion 33 

surfaces by performing multi-stage rotations of plates in spherical coordinates.  Several motions 34 

observed along single plate boundaries were also noted in previous works, but this work links 35 

together isolated observations of lateral offsets into integrated systems of moving plates.  Not all 36 

of the surveyed surface could be described by systems of rigid plates.  There is evidence that the 37 

plate motions did not all happen at the same time, and that they are not happening today.  We 38 

conclude that plate tectonic-like behavior on Europa occurs episodically, in limited regions, with 39 

less than 100 km of lateral motion accommodated along any particular boundary before plate 40 

motions cease.  Europa may represent a world perched on the theoretical boundary between 41 

stagnant and mobile lid convective behavior, or it may represent an additional example of the 42 

wide variations in possible planetary convective regimes.  Differences in observed strike-slip 43 

sense and plate rotation directions between the northern and southern hemispheres indicate that 44 

tidal forces may influence plate motions. 45 

 46 

Plain Language Summary 47 

The theory of plate tectonics describes how the Earth’s surface is divided into moving plates, 48 

explaining the distribution of earthquakes, volcanoes, mountains, and ocean basins on our planet.  49 

The icy surface of Jupiter’s moon Europa is the only other place in our solar system where there 50 

is evidence for surface motions like plate tectonics.  This paper describes three areas on Europa 51 

where it appears that plate motions have occurred, and reconstructs what these areas looked like 52 

before the plates moved.  Unlike the Earth, plate motions on Europa only happen in regional 53 

patches instead of covering the entire globe, and it appears that parts of Europa do not have 54 

plates.  Also unlike the Earth, plate motions on Europa start and stop, and the plates only travel 55 

distances of less than a hundred kilometers before they come to a halt.  Plate motions on Europa 56 

may be caused by heat-driven motions in the warm ice below Europa’s surface combined with 57 

daily tidal squeezing from its orbit around Jupiter. 58 
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 59 

1 Introduction 60 

The theory of plate tectonics describes how a planet’s lithosphere is divided into a global 61 

network of multiple rigid blocks (plates) that move relative to each other, accommodating 62 

deformation primarily in narrow zones around the edges of the plates. Earth is the only planetary 63 

body known to operate under a plate tectonic system. Other terrestrial planets lack fully 64 

developed, present day plate tectonics, though Venus may demonstrate localized subduction-like 65 

behavior (Davaille et al., 2017) and Mars may have experienced plate tectonic-like behavior in 66 

its early history (e.g., Nimmo & Stevenson, 2000). Analyses of plate-like motions on Jupiter’s 67 

moon Europa have provided insight into the formation and evolution of specific feature types 68 

and provided a means of testing processes and assumptions based on terrestrial plate tectonics 69 

(Schenk & McKinnon, 1989). The sequential reconstruction of Europa’s surface in northern 70 

Falga Regio by Kattenhorn & Prockter (2014) raised the possibility of a full plate tectonic 71 

system operating on Europa. If true, Europa would be the only known world besides Earth to 72 

have plate tectonics. This result is of interest for studies of comparative planetology, and raises 73 

questions about how the convective systems on Earth and Europa that underlie their plate 74 

tectonic behavior are similar, even though the material differences (silicate versus ice) are vast. 75 

Quantifying the direction, age, and magnitude of plate motion is important for constraining 76 

models of Europa’s ice shell and for understanding resurfacing mechanisms responsible for 77 

Europa’s anomalously young surface age (~40-90 Myr, Bierhaus et al., 2009). Plate motions on 78 

Europa also have astrobiological importance, since subsumed surface material could drive the 79 

flow of nutrients to Europa’s subsurface ocean. In this paper, we describe further observations of 80 

apparent plate motions on Europa, highlighting the ways in which the behavior of Europa’s plate 81 

tectonic system is Earth-like and the ways in which it is decidedly not. 82 

1.1 Previous observations of lateral motions on Europa 83 

Evidence for lateral motion of Europa’s surface ice comes from images obtained by the 84 

Voyager missions in 1979 and the Galileo mission in the late 1990s.  Images show that most of 85 

Europa’s surface is covered by ridges and bands (Kattenhorn & Hurford, 2009; Prockter & 86 

Patterson, 2009), occasionally interrupted by various forms of chaotic terrain (Collins & Nimmo, 87 

2009).  The ridges and bands form a complex, overlapping network of linear tectonic 88 
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features.  In this network, older linear features can be used as “piercing points” when they are 89 

crosscut and offset by deformation associated with a younger tectonic feature.  Careful attention 90 

to the sequence of tectonic events and realignment of piercing points are the keys to 91 

reconstructing the history of tectonics on Europa’s surface using available imagery. 92 

The first plate-like reconstruction of Europa’s surface was performed by Schenk & 93 

McKinnon (1989) in a region of wedge-shaped bands observed in Voyager images. They showed 94 

that offset surface features (or piercing points, as defined above) can be reconstructed by closing 95 

a particular set of relatively younger wedge-shaped bands. Their reconstruction implied 25 km of 96 

lateral motion between adjacent blocks of Europa’s ice shell due to the opening of the bands, and 97 

provided the first hints of mobile lid behavior on Europa. 98 

Pappalardo & Sullivan (1996) used Voyager 2 imagery to reconstruct a single 900-km-99 

long band named Thynia Linea.  They identified 12 piercing points and showed how the band 100 

can be reconstructed with minimal gaps by moving the two edges back together.  Because 101 

Thynia is so long relative to the radius of Europa, its deformation is best analyzed using a 102 

spherical approach.  Pappalardo & Sullivan (1996) found that the opening of Thynia can be 103 

modeled as a plate-like motion around a best-fit rotation pole near the southern end of the band, 104 

but that variations in the amount of opening indicate non-rigid behavior of the plates at the scale 105 

of Thynia.  Sullivan et al. (1998) reconstructed a small area surrounding Yelland Linea 106 

dominated by wedge-shaped dark bands.  They divided the area into 20 plates and found that 107 

closing the bands on a flat plane brought the plates back together, with a small gap left in one 108 

area where surface material was apparently consumed.  Tufts et al. (2000) performed a stepwise 109 

reconstruction in the same area around Yelland, showing that the plate motions occurred in a few 110 

stages.  They also reconstructed the dark band Acacallis Linea (which they call “the sickle”) by 111 

pushing the edges back together, showing that pure dilation is a good explanation for the east-112 

west trending portion of this feature. 113 

Several mapping and reconstruction studies have identified areas of surface convergence, 114 

where material has been lost (e.g. Prockter & Pappalardo, 2000; Sarid et al., 2002). Convergence 115 

is more challenging to identify than spreading or strike-slip because the loss of terrain removes 116 

pre-existing ridges, and thus, the information generally used to reconstruct past motions, but it 117 

does occur on Europa. For example, a detailed study of rigid plate motions in the Castalia 118 
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Macula region, which focused on reconstructing strike-slip offsets using a pole-of-rotation 119 

approach appropriate for plates moving on a sphere, revealed large-scale zones of convergence 120 

(Patterson et al., 2006). Convergence had been noted in the area in previous work (Sarid et al., 121 

2002). Convergence zones are band-like in morphology but lack the symmetrical lineations 122 

typical of dilational bands and generally do not exhibit mutually parallel sides (Sarid et al., 2002; 123 

Greenberg, 2004; Kattenhorn & Hurford, 2009; Prockter & Patterson, 2009). 124 

Kattenhorn and Prockter (2014) took the next step in plate reconstructions by examining 125 

a large area of Europa as a system of interacting plate boundaries, and reconstructing surface 126 

motions in multiple stages.  Taking this approach revealed that large amounts of surface 127 

convergence were necessary to explain the motions and rotations in the system of plates, as 128 

discussed in more detail below in section 3.1.  The study presented here extends the approach of 129 

Kattenhorn and Prockter to include more areas, more plates, and a spherical geometry, as 130 

described in section 2. 131 

1.2 Approach to using terrestrial plate tectonic ideas on Europa 132 

Key to reconstructing plate motions on Europa and relating them to the terrestrial plate 133 

tectonics paradigm, is the adoption of two central assumptions: plate boundaries are narrow, and 134 

plates behave rigidly (i.e., all deformation associated with the motions of a plate is 135 

accommodated at the boundaries of the plate; McKenzie and Parker, 1967; Morgan, 1968). 136 

Numerous planar reconstructions of Europa’s tectonically disrupted surface have been performed 137 

implicitly assuming plate rigidity (e.g., Tufts et al., 1999; Prockter et al., 2002; Sarid et al., 138 

2002). Bands and ridges generally delineate plate boundaries in those reconstructions and they 139 

are narrow, in a relative sense, with respect to the plates they define. Previous work 140 

reconstructing plate motions on Europa using a spherical geometry has indicated that non-rigid 141 

plate behavior could accommodate some inconsistencies associated with specific boundaries or 142 

boundary types (Pappalardo and Sullivan, 1996; Patterson et al., 2006). However, more recent 143 

work that explicitly tests the assumption of plate rigidity on Europa using the kinematic analysis 144 

of triple junctions indicates rigid behavior should be considered the norm, at least for plate 145 

boundaries that accommodate extension or strike-slip motion (Patterson and Head, in 146 

revision).  The reconstructions presented in this paper are founded on the central assumptions 147 
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behind plate tectonics, so we must keep these assumptions in mind as we evaluate how well the 148 

plate tectonic paradigm serves to describe motions on Europa. 149 

 150 

2 General methodology 151 

There are two approaches that could be used as a basis for plate reconstructions on 152 

Europa: an observational fitting method that subjectively balances the geology of the plate 153 

boundary material with a visual interpretation of best fit, or a statistical approach that is agnostic 154 

about the material of the plate boundaries and tries to optimize the alignment of predefined 155 

piercing points. As outlined below, this study adopts an observational approach to plate 156 

reconstruction on Europa similar to Kattenhorn & Prockter (2014), with the important addition of 157 

performing all plate motions in spherical geometry.  In section 3, we describe the application of 158 

this methodology to three areas in the antijovian hemisphere, stretching from 70°N to 70°S near 159 

longitude 145°E.  For the Castalia area (section 3.2) we compare our approach for reconstructing 160 

plate motions to the statistically-based inverse modeling approach used by Patterson et al. 161 

(2006). 162 

2.1 Image data 163 

We performed the plate definition, mapping, and reconstructions on an image mosaic 164 

(Fig. 1) constructed using all of the available contiguous, high incidence angle, regional-scale 165 

imagery on the antijovian hemisphere from the Galileo Solid State Imaging experiment.  Input 166 

Galileo image sequences important for the plate reconstructions are listed in Table 1.  The 167 

mosaic was prepared in ISIS3 software, registered to the USGS global image mosaic for Europa 168 

for geographic control points, layered to place highest resolution images on top, and resampled 169 

to a pixel scale of 165 m.  A link to download the ISIS-formatted mosaic is provided in the 170 

supplemental materials. 171 

  172 
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Table 1. Input Galileo image sequences used for constructing the high-resolution base mosaic. 173 

This mosaic has been utilized in the community beyond our plate reconstruction project, and is 174 

sometimes referred to in conference abstracts as the “Supermosaic” (Laura & Beyer, 2021). 175 

 176 

Galileo mosaic Latitude range Pixel scale (m) Incidence angle Emission angle 

11ESREGMAP01 20.2°S - 9.2°N 219 - 222 70.8° - 85.5° 12.1° - 36.6° 

15ESREGMAP01 18.4°N - 61.3°N 228 - 235 69.3° - 87.6° 19.1° - 64.1° 

17ESNERTRM01 47.6°S - 6.4°N 210 - 212 76.1° - 84.9° 7.8° - 41.3° 

17ESREGMAP01 70.4°S - 20°N 222 - 228 50.8° - 85.6° 0° - 68.5° 

19ESNORLAT01 49.2°N - 84.9°N 202 73.6° - 88.6° 53.0° - 90° 

19ESNORPLN01 57.1°N - 76.9°N 166 - 171 74.4° - 85.5° 60.7° - 90° 

19ESREGMAP01 11.7°N - 20.1°N 201 - 203 73.8° - 90° 13.6° - 29.7° 

Other images in mosaic that are not used in plate reconstructions in this study 

C3ESWEDGES01 18.9°S -  10.2°S 421 71.8° - 81.5° 13.0° - 25.9° 

14ESWEDGES01 36.7°S - 12.5°S 230 - 238 34.1° - 63.5° 24.2° - 55.0° 

17ESAGENOR01 44.4°S - 38.7°S 187 - 206 50.6° - 71.2° 34.2° - 51.1° 

Background images used in mosaic 

G1ESGLOBAL01 50°S - 85°N 1570 - 1582 0° - 90° 0° - 77° 

14ESGLOCOL01 82°S - 22°N 1439 - 1456 7° - 90° 0° - 90° 
  177 
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 178 
Figure 1. a. Image mosaic used for this study.  The three study areas discussed in section 3 are 179 

highlighted in pink. b. Pixel scale of input images, on a linear gradient from 150 to 500 m. The 180 

area labeled as >500 m is composed of images with pixel scales of approximately 1.5 km 181 

(“background images” in Table 1). c. Solar incidence angle for input images. Note that most of 182 

the study areas outlined in (a) are covered by near-terminator imaging. d. Emission angle to the 183 

spacecraft camera for the input images. Note that the Libya and Northern Falga study areas are 184 

only covered by images with oblique viewing angles. 185 
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2.2 Definition of plates and plate boundaries 186 

The first step in each of the study areas is to define the boundaries of the moving plates. 187 

Plates represent blocks of crustal material that have translated rigidly across the surface, and we 188 

set the criteria for defining a plate according to this principle.  For illustration purposes, figure 2 189 

shows a hypothetical section of Europa’s surface that has been deformed by a series of rigid 190 

offsets, interpretable as plate motions. 191 

 192 
Figure 2. a. Sketch of a hypothetical area on Europa with typical cross-cutting tectonic features, 193 

created as an example to illustrate the details of plate definition and reconstruction. See text for 194 

discussion of lettered features. b. Plate fragments that would be defined based on this set of 195 

features.  During any particular time step, the moving plates consist of one or more of these plate 196 

fragments. Only features W, X, and Y offset pre-existing features, and so they define the edges 197 

of the moving plates. Feature Z is ignored for further analysis because it does not offset any 198 

features and postdates all plate boundaries. 199 

 200 
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To begin to define a plate, we find an area in which surface features are continuous. On 201 

Europa, the typical continuous surface features are ridges, though in some cases older pits, 202 

bands, or background plains textures may show the continuity of terrain.  A ridge may curve, 203 

change direction, or may be overlapped by a newer ridge or chaos area, but a continuous ridge 204 

can always be interpolated along its trend when a newer feature interrupts it.  In figure 2a, 205 

features Y and Z are both continuous across the entire scene; even though Z cuts across Y, the 206 

trend of Y may be followed without interruption where it crosses underneath Z.  A discontinuous 207 

ridge may be found on either side of a newer feature, but lines extrapolated along the ridge trend 208 

from each side do not meet. For example, feature S in figure 2a is continuous from the left side 209 

until it meets feature W.  Likewise, feature W is continuous from the top and from the bottom 210 

until it meets feature X in the center. 211 

Once an area of continuous surface features is identified, we work outward in all 212 

directions until we find discontinuities in the surface.  Often a more recent tectonic feature such 213 

as a ridge or a band will interrupt all of the preexisting features, and will exhibit a discontinuity 214 

that offsets all of the preexisting features. Such a feature is a prime candidate for a plate 215 

boundary. For example, working from the upper left corner of figure 2a, features S, U, and V all 216 

become discontinuous when they meet features W and X, making W and X candidate plate 217 

boundaries.  It is not enough just to crosscut a pre-existing feature, there must be measurable 218 

offset.  Feature V in figure 2a crosscuts S and U, but there is no offset so this is not a plate 219 

boundary.  Similarly, feature Z is the most recent feature, cutting across everything, but it 220 

exhibits no offset so it is not a boundary.  If we can find a set of candidate plate boundaries that 221 

completely surround a given area, we define that area to be a plate.  Figure 2b shows the six 222 

plates that would be defined in the hypothetical example. 223 

2.3 Time sequence of plate boundaries 224 

Once plate margins and the structures that function as plate boundaries have been 225 

identified, the next step is to determine the time sequence of plate boundary structure 226 

activity.  Plate boundaries at the younger end of the sequence will crosscut and offset plate 227 

boundaries at the older end of the sequence.  Figure 3a shows an older band crosscut and offset 228 

by two parallel younger plate boundaries.  Some intersecting plate boundaries are active at the 229 

same time, forming triple junctions. Figure 3b shows an example of intersecting spreading bands 230 
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that appear to have been active at the same time, forming triangular triple junction areas where 231 

the bands meet. A potential complication is that some plate boundary structures may be active 232 

early in the sequence and then reactivated later in the sequence. 233 

We use the time sequence of plate boundaries to determine the minimum number of time 234 

steps necessary for the reconstruction.  During each time step, multiple boundaries may be 235 

active. Non-intersecting boundaries may or may not be active in the same time step, boundaries 236 

that meet at a triple junction must be active in the same time step, but crosscutting boundaries 237 

must be active in separate time steps. 238 

 239 
Figure 3. Time sequence examples for plate boundaries on Europa, initially defined by Sarid et 240 

al. (2002) and Patterson et al. (2006). Both examples are located near Castalia Macula, north is 241 

up. a. Two parallel N-S trending boundaries crosscut an older NE-SW trending dark band that 242 

also forms a plate boundary. Plate motions occurred along the band first, and then along the two 243 

N-S boundaries. b. A NE-SW trending dark band in the center of the image merges at either end 244 

at triple junctions with adjacent NW-SE trending dark bands. All the bands form plate 245 

boundaries that were active at the same time. 246 

 247 

2.4 Sequential reconstruction along plate boundaries 248 

Reconstruction of plate motions is performed by sequentially undoing the deformation 249 

along the plate boundaries, starting with the most recent boundaries and working backward in 250 
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time to the earliest boundary structures.  During each time step, the goal is to bring piercing 251 

points (older features seen on either side of the plate boundary) back into alignment.  For 252 

spreading boundaries or strike-slip boundaries, this is a fairly straightforward task of moving the 253 

plates so as to minimize the distance between all of the matching piercing points.  On a strike-254 

slip boundary, the plates are moved parallel to the boundary until the piercing points are aligned 255 

(Figure 4a).  On a divergent boundary, the plates are moved so as to move their edges with their 256 

piercing points as close together as possible (Figure 4b).  For contractional boundaries, it is not 257 

possible to minimize the distance between piercing points, since some of the pre-existing terrain 258 

has been destroyed.  Instead, the structures that serve as piercing points should be brought into 259 

alignment so that linear features can be extrapolated across the gap and meet with their matching 260 

features on the other side (Figure 4c). A firm rule is that plates cannot overlap during the course 261 

of these sequential motions, because that would indicate that two pieces of existing terrain 262 

occupied the same place at the same time; a logical impossibility. 263 
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 264 
Figure 4. Examples of plate boundaries located near Castalia Macula on Europa, showing three 265 

different types of relative motion. The left column shows the original Galileo image.  The center 266 

column annotates the image with the plate boundary material (brown), prominent reconstructable 267 

features (blue), and in the bottom row, a feature postdating the plate boundary that should be 268 

ignored (yellow).  The right column shows a flat-plane reconstruction, with associated direction 269 

and magnitude of the relative motion of the plates that can be inferred going forward in time. a. 270 

Boundary with right lateral offset. (north up) b. Boundary with divergent offset. In this case the 271 

divergence is oblique with a right lateral offset. (north is 45° left of up) c. Boundary with 272 

convergent offset. In this case the convergence is oblique with a right lateral offset. (north up) 273 
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To explain the reconstruction process in a more concrete manner, let us return to the 274 

hypothetical Europa surface depicted in Figure 2.1.  Figure 5 shows how this hypothetical 275 

surface would be depicted if it were one of the real target areas discussed in section 3, by 276 

defining the major reconstructable features as well as the features to be ignored (Fig. 277 

5a).  Crosscutting relationships are used to put the plate boundaries into a time sequence (Fig. 278 

5b) that will define the number of steps necessary to reconstruct the original surface. 279 

 280 
Figure 5. Hypothetical Europa sketch from Figure 2.1 presented in the same color-coded scheme 281 

as is used to present the areas in section 3. a. The surface today, with features to be reconstructed 282 

highlighted in blue and features to be ignored (because they post-date plate motions) highlighted 283 

in yellow.  Plate boundary edges are highlighted in purple.  b. Time sequence of the plate 284 

boundaries.  Working backward through the time sequence, the “step 3” boundary is the last to 285 

move, and so is reconstructed first to arrive at the step 2 reconstruction (Fig. 6b), then the “step 286 

2” boundary is reconstructed (Fig. 6c), and finally the “step 1” boundary brings the plates back to 287 

the original reconstructed surface (Fig. 6d). 288 

 289 

Figure 6 illustrates the steps of the sequential reconstruction for this hypothetical area, 290 

showing the appropriate reconstruction for each type of boundary. Figure 6a shows the features 291 

and plates defined from the example in Figure 2, note that feature Z has now been removed from 292 

consideration because it postdates all plate boundaries and exhibits no offsets of older 293 

features.  The most recent plate boundary is feature Y, which shows inconsistent amounts of 294 

lateral offset of older features.  Feature Y offsets features S, U, and X in a right-lateral sense, but 295 

feature T appears to be offset in a left-lateral sense.  Feature S appears to be offset less than U 296 

and X.  The cycloidal feature R shows no apparent offset, but the cycloidal arc cut by Y appears 297 
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slightly shorter than the others in the chain.  All of these variations in apparent offset can be 298 

explained if motion along feature Y is dominated by contraction (e.g. Vetter, 2005; Kattenhorn 299 

& Hurford, 2009).  Figure 6b shows the realignment of features T, S, X, U, and R if plates 5 and 300 

6 are moved to the right and slightly up relative to all the other plates, and the missing pieces of 301 

the older features are interpolated across the zone of contraction.  This reconstructive motion of 302 

plates 5 and 6 is exactly the reverse of the actual motions those plates took going forward in 303 

time.  Note that because features S, X, and U trend in very similar directions, there would be 304 

considerable uncertainty in the magnitude of contraction if it were not for feature T (trending 305 

about 45° CCW of the other features) to provide a hard constraint on the magnitude and direction 306 

of plate motion.  Working backward through the sequence, the next plate boundary is feature 307 

X.  Like the previous boundary, the crosscut features show inconsistent apparent offsets: feature 308 

V does not show offset, feature T shows apparent left-lateral offset, and features U and W show 309 

different amounts of right-lateral offset. This can be explained if feature X is dominated by 310 

extension.  Figure 6c shows precise realignment of the piercing points if plates 2, 4, and 6 are 311 

moved up and slightly to the right (again, the reverse of the actual motion forward in time).  The 312 

oldest plate boundary is feature W, which exhibits consistent amounts of right-lateral offset of 313 

the older features S, U, T, and R.  The reconstruction shown in Figure 6d realigns the piercing 314 

points through a simple left-lateral motion along feature W, moving plates 3 through 6 up and 315 

slightly to the left.  The remaining features in Figure 6d do not show any offsets, and thus 316 

represent the original surface before the initiation of plate motion. 317 
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 318 
Figure 6. Sequential reconstruction of hypothetical sketch area in Figure 2.1, illustrating criteria 319 

for goodness of fit. a. Plate fragments defined in Figure 2.1, with ignored feature Z removed.  320 

b. Reconstruction of convergence along feature Y by moving a plate consisting of fragments 5 321 

and 6 to the right; inferred material of older features lost during convergence is shown in gray 322 

outlines. c. Reconstruction of divergence along feature X by moving a plate consisting of 323 

fragments 2, 4, and 6 up; complete closure of this boundary brings older features back into 324 

alignment. d. Reconstruction of right-lateral slip along feature W by moving a plate consisting of 325 

fragments 3-6 up; the original surface before plate motion is now reconstructed.  Note that the 326 

left-lateral arrows on this panel to reconstruct backward in time are undoing the right-lateral slip 327 

that must have occurred forward in time. 328 

 329 

Studies such as Sullivan et al. (1998) and Kattenhorn & Prockter (2014) identified plate 330 

boundaries and then sequentially moved the identified plates on the flat plane of a map projected 331 

image mosaic to align piercing points and thus reconstruct plate motions through time. Patterson 332 
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et al. (2006) and Patterson & Ernst (2011) took a more mathematically rigorous approach, using 333 

a spherical geometry and testing locations and rotation values of Euler poles between plates to 334 

find a statistical best alignment of piercing points on adjacent plates. A strength of that approach 335 

is its ability to quantify the goodness of fit for a given two-plate rotation. However it is not well 336 

suited for more complex, multi-stage reconstructions and does not explicitly prevent plate 337 

overlap, as discussed in more detail in section 3.2. 338 

In this study, we use GPlates software (Williams et al., 2012; Müller et al., 2018) to 339 

interactively test plate reconstructions within a spherical coordinate system, and to build a 340 

sequence of “good” fit rotations around Euler poles to reconstruct an area of preexisting terrain 341 

on Europa that has been broken up by plate motions.  We cannot quantify the “best” fit or the 342 

uncertainty within the GPlates system, but the interactive nature allows us to test many 343 

possibilities to find a pole of rotation that tightly aligns plates without causing overlap violations. 344 

Comparisons between the observational fitting method used here and a statistical best fit method 345 

are presented in section 3.2. A good fit is also exemplified by plate boundaries that exhibit 346 

similar motions for all of the plates moving along that boundary.  This is especially important if 347 

the boundary appears to be morphologically uniform, as it does not invoke multiple amounts or 348 

directions of strain to form the same tectonic feature. 349 

 350 

3 Application and results 351 

We surveyed the entire near-terminator mosaic of Galileo images on the antijovian 352 

hemisphere discussed in section 2.1, and located several candidate regions for plate 353 

reconstructions.  Of these, we focused the bulk of our analysis on three target areas: Northern 354 

Falga, Castalia, and Libya (Figure 1) because these areas showed the clearest evidence for plate-355 

like behavior.  The setting and reconstruction of each target area is discussed separately in 356 

sections 3.1 through 3.3.  The time sequence of the reconstructions is presented forward in time - 357 

i.e., the first step in each reconstruction represents a hypothesized initial configuration of the 358 

plates and the last step shows their current positions.  All of the GPlates reconstruction files for 359 

these three target areas are available for download via the links in Appendix 2.  In section 3.4 we 360 

discuss preliminary observations of other areas in our survey that exhibit abundant lateral 361 

motions, in which we did not perform plate reconstructions. 362 
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3.1 Northern Falga Regio 363 

The Northern Falga target area (Fig. 7a) is the northernmost target area in our study 364 

region (roughly 40°N to 75°N, see Fig. 1), and encompasses the area examined by Kattenhorn & 365 

Prockter (2014) (hereafter abbreviated as KP14), plus additional area to the south of their 366 

study.  The Northern Falga area is relatively free of chaos terrain, and is dominated by fragments 367 

of old, low-albedo, complex ridge structures trending roughly N-S (some of them highlighted in 368 

green in Fig. 7b), intermediate age bands trending NE-SW, and young ridges in a variety of 369 

orientations (prominent examples highlighted in yellow in Fig. 7).  The network of intermediate 370 

age bands and associated contemporaneous ridge structures form a network of plate 371 

boundaries.  Figure 7b shows the mapped plate boundaries as thin purple lines, and subsequent 372 

figures divide up this image along those boundaries.  We mapped 46 plates of pre-existing terrain 373 

between the plate boundaries.  For the purposes of reconstruction, the young ridges are ignored 374 

for the remainder of this section, since they postdate plate motions in Northern Falga. 375 

The major plate boundaries in this region are visible in Galileo color data as being 376 

distinctly whiter than other features.  Geissler et al. (1998) examined the colors and cross-cutting 377 

relationships of major tectonic features in this region, based on four-color imaging at a pixel 378 

scale of 1.5 km, and classified them into three categories.  The Northern Falga plate boundaries 379 

that can be discerned in the Geissler et al. data are contained in the “ancient bands and bright 380 

wedges” color category. 381 
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 382 
Figure 7. Northern Falga Regio study area. a. The base mosaic of images from higher-resolution 383 

Galileo observations is shown on top of lower resolution global-scale images. b. Only the high-384 

resolution area is shown, with interpretation of plate boundaries represented as thin purple lines 385 

(compare to subsequent figures).  The colors in (b) denote prominent features that are younger 386 

than the plate boundaries in yellow (which are ignored in the reconstruction process), and 387 

prominent features older than the plate boundaries in blue.  Images are shown in orthographic 388 

projection centered at 60°N, 140°E; north is up.  The scale bar is shown in (a), and coordinates 389 

for graticules are shown in (b). 390 

 391 

The reconstructed original surface shown in Fig. 8 is primarily based on the realignment 392 

of five N-S trending complex ridge features, three smaller NW-SE trending complex ridges and 393 

bands, and a prominent cycloidal ridge trending NE-SW.  Three of the N-S complex ridges and 394 
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one of the NW-SE complex ridges are the same as those used by KP14 as the primary basis of 395 

their reconstruction. 396 

 397 
Figure 8.  Reconstruction of the Northern Falga area. a. Reconstruction of original surface 398 

before plate motions.  The material of the plate boundaries has been removed.  The majority of 399 

the plates, to the north of the circled areas, reconstruct very well to bring pre-existing features 400 

back into alignment. The plates circled in area 1 share similar morphology but do not match the 401 

terrain to the north or south, so their final position and rotation is relatively unconstrained.  The 402 

plates circled in area 2 have been rotated to align similar background morphology with the plates 403 

to the north, but their final position relative to the northern plates is not well constrained.  See 404 

text for details. b. Obliquely zoomed cut-out of part (a), showing the details of original features 405 

(blue) brought back into alignment through reconstruction. 406 

 407 

Examining crosscutting relationships in the plate boundaries, we find that the younger 408 

motions are concentrated in the southern portions of the target area, and the oldest plate motions 409 

are concentrated in the north (Fig. 9).  The major plate boundary in the north, labeled NF1 410 

(Northern Falga 1) on Fig. 9, is a complex set of ridges.  Upon careful examination of boundary 411 

NF1, it can be discerned that several “islands” of older ridges (shown in purple) are cross-cut by 412 

a central core of ridges, with several orthogonal branches (shown in blue), and at the southern 413 

end this central core is crosscut by younger ridges (shown in green).  This sequence of 414 

crosscutting ridges internal to boundary NF1 serve as an important guide for the sequential 415 

reconstruction of the northern half of this target area.  Another important set of boundaries are 416 
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the youngest features NF2, NF3, and NF4 in Fig. 9.  The western portions of NF2 and NF3 are 417 

often narrow and have a morphology like broken rubble, with subtle strike-slip indicators pointed 418 

out by KP14.  The eastern portion of NF3 and all of boundary NF4 are the northern and southern 419 

“subsumption zones” identified by KP14.  The eastern portion of NF3 appears to have a few 420 

generations of crosscutting activity, as shown by the different boundary ages in Fig. 9, though 421 

the generally smooth morphology of this band makes it difficult to clearly discern all of the 422 

crosscutting indicators. 423 

 424 
Figure 9.  Time sequence of final motion along plate boundaries in northern Falga Regio.  425 

Mapped material of plate boundaries are colored from oldest to youngest in a green to blue to 426 

purple color scale.  The “step” scale shows the latest reconstruction step during which the 427 

boundaries of that color were still active; refer to Figure 3.1.3 for more detail.  Note that young 428 

plate boundaries may also be active in earlier stages.  Map is in orthographic projection centered 429 

at 60°N, 140°E. 430 
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 431 
Figure 10.  Steps in reconstructing the original surface to the surface observed today in northern 432 

Falga Regio (see also supplementary video S1).  Black polygons are plates, gray polygons are 433 

plate boundaries that are no longer active, according to the crosscutting relationships.  Arrows 434 

show the relative motions necessary to bring the plates to their positions in the next step: red 435 

denotes contraction, yellow denotes left-lateral strike-slip, and blue denotes extension.  Activity 436 

generally migrated from north to south over time.  Minor extension occurs along several 437 

boundaries, mostly early in time.  Most of the contraction is along the southern boundary, late in 438 
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time.  Left lateral strike slip in many orientations dominates the reconstruction.  Maps are in 439 

orthographic projection centered at 60°N, 140°E, and the southernmost plate is held fixed. 440 

 441 

Figure 10 shows the sequence of plate motions derived from our study of northern Falga 442 

Regio.  An animation of this sequence can be found in supplementary video S1. 443 

The original reconstructed surface shown in Fig. 8, which realigns the prominent old 444 

bands, is the starting point in Fig. 10.  Two prominent motions bring the original surface to step 445 

1.  Left lateral motion along boundary NF1 from Fig. 9 opens a releasing bend on its western 446 

side, and convergence along boundary NF3 brings unrelated pieces of terrain close together.  It is 447 

worth noting that a previous study of strike-slip offsets on Europa identified boundary NF1 as 448 

the largest measured left lateral offset on Europa (Sarid et al., 2002).  The transition to step 2 449 

continues the left lateral motion along boundary NF1, but this is accompanied by many more 450 

left-lateral motions, primarily along faults on the north side of the boundary that are 451 

approximately perpendicular to boundary NF1.  The combined motion of these intersecting left 452 

lateral boundaries accomplished minor clockwise rotations of several small blocks to the north of 453 

the boundary and to the southwest.  Boundary NF1 ceases activity at the end of step 2.  A long, 454 

narrow extensional band opens during step 2, parallel to and just south of boundary NF1.  The 455 

transition to step 3 is dominated by left lateral motion along boundary NF2, and the beginning of 456 

clockwise rotation of the blocks sandwiched between boundaries NF2 and NF3.  At the same 457 

time, divergent motion opens narrow bands to the north of boundary NF2, and minor 458 

convergence occurs on a small boundary in the center east part of the study area.  The transition 459 

to step 4 is dominated by the blocks between boundaries NF2 and NF3 sliding to the east.  This 460 

motion is accomplished by the western portion of boundary NF2 undergoing left lateral motion, 461 

while the eastern portion becomes a convergent zone.  The last clockwise rotations of the small 462 

blocks between boundaries NF2 and NF3 occur at this same time, and after this stage the blocks 463 

are fused together.  The motions also necessitate minor convergence along boundary NF4.  The 464 

final transition from step 4 to today’s surface is dominated by convergence along boundary NF4, 465 

and left lateral motion along boundaries NF2 and NF3. 466 

There are no features that can be aligned with any degree of certainty on either side of 467 

boundary NF4. This could be due to large amounts of surface convergence bringing distant 468 
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surface terrain together, and/or strike-slip motions moving one of the matching sides outside of 469 

the available imaging data. Because of this uncertainty, there is no constraint on the maximum 470 

amount of convergence on boundary NF4, nor is there a constraint on strike-slip motions along 471 

boundary NF4. To find the minimum amount of motion accommodated by boundary NF4, the 472 

reconstruction presented here assumes no strike-slip motions along the boundary, and the 473 

reconstruction moves the material on either side of the boundary a minimum distance to prevent 474 

material overlap during the preceding plate motions. In the reconstruction presented above, the 475 

minimum amount of surface convergence accommodated by the widest portion in the center of 476 

boundary NF4 is ~80 km. 477 

The reconstruction presented here is broadly similar to the reconstruction presented in 478 

KP14 in that we found abundant left-lateral motions, and that boundary NF4 accommodated 479 

almost 100 km of convergence (>80 km in this work, 99 km in KP14). Several details of the 480 

reconstruction are different. One important difference is the recognition that the area north of 481 

boundary NF1 and the block between boundaries NF2 and NF3 are composed of several smaller 482 

sub-plates, which causes this block to change shape as the reconstruction progresses. By using a 483 

larger number of plates in this reconstruction, we generate a tighter fit of the pre-existing terrain 484 

features than the reconstruction presented in KP14. Another important difference is that we used 485 

a mosaic of images covering a larger area than was used in KP14. In particular, our mosaic 486 

extends further to the south, and includes more coverage of convergent boundary NF4. This 487 

extended coverage shows that a literal interpretation of the reconstruction in KP14 leads to 488 

significant overlap of moving plates in the southwestern corner of the study area. Most of this 489 

overlap problem is solved through our recognition that the area between boundaries NF2 and 490 

NF3 is composed of several blocks that have rotated clockwise through time, and this shape 491 

change prevents the plates from overlapping as they would in the KP14 reconstruction.  Some of 492 

the overlap problem is also solved by recognizing that the convergence along boundary NF4 is 493 

non-uniform; our reconstruction shows twice as much convergence is required at the eastern end 494 

of boundary NF4 as there is along the western end of boundary NF4. 495 

Exact measurement of the amount of convergence in boundaries NF3 and NF4 is 496 

hampered by the non-unique solution to the placement of the plates circled in areas 1 and 2 in 497 

figure 8a.  The plates in area 1 exhibit no surface features in common with any of the other 498 

plates, and so it is impossible to determine their original position with any confidence.  This 499 
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means that the partitioning of strain between boundaries NF3 and NF4 in our reconstruction is 500 

uncertain.  We took a conservative approach by moving them as little as possible from their final 501 

positions, letting these plates “ride along” with their neighboring plates for most of the 502 

reconstruction.  The plates in area 2 have a surface texture of evenly spaced ridges that is very 503 

similar to the plates found immediately to the north on the other side of boundary NF3, with the 504 

trend of the ridges in this texture rotated almost 30° CCW.  However, the evenly spaced ridges in 505 

the background texture allow several piercing point solutions of approximately equal quality, 506 

with the area 2 plates possibly sliding 50 km east or west of the reconstructed position shown in 507 

figure 8.  The position adopted for the reconstruction has the greatest number of plausible 508 

aligned piercing points. 509 

Another unknown quantity is the amount of strike-slip motion across boundary 510 

NF4.  Because there are no features in common in the plates across this boundary, we cannot 511 

know its exact beginning location.  Low resolution images from Galileo (e.g. Geissler et al., 512 

1998) show that this boundary extends for long distances (100s of km) to either side of the target 513 

area shown here, but these images are of insufficient quality to identify piercing points outside 514 

the target area that could constrain strike-slip motions.  These low resolution images also show 515 

that it is not possible to eliminate the convergence seen in this reconstruction by rotation of the 516 

southernmost plate, because that would cause areas adjacent to the target area to spatially 517 

overlap.  For our reconstruction, we adopted the approach of minimizing the amount of total 518 

motion of the plate south of boundary NF4, with the understanding that there could be additional 519 

strike-slip motion not shown in the reconstruction. 520 

3.2 Castalia region 521 

The Castalia region (Figure 11) is near Europa’s equator, covering latitudes from 15°N to 522 

16°S, and longitudes from 116°E to 142°E.  The eastern and western boundaries of the study 523 

area are defined by the extent of Galileo imaging coverage at sufficient resolution.  The 524 

northern  boundary extends just beyond the northernmost plate boundary identified in this area, 525 

while the southern boundary is arbitrarily cut off where the pre-existing plates become very 526 

small and difficult to characterize in the Galileo data.  The area is named after the prominent 527 

dark spot Castalia Macula, which lies near 1.5°S, 134.5°E.  Just south of Castalia Macula is a 528 

prominent dark band, named Acacallis Linea (also referred to by the unofficial name of Phaidra 529 
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Linea in previous works), which cuts east-west across the entire study area, and terminates in a 530 

sickle-shaped curve at its western end (labeled on Figure 12).  Another prominent dark band cuts 531 

east-west across the study area between 10° to 11°S, named Arachne Linea (labeled on Figure 532 

12).  South of Arachne, in the southeastern corner of the study area, there is a collection of dark 533 

band fragments with variable orientations mostly trending NE-SW.  The north-central portion of 534 

the study area is dominated by an irregularly shaped amalgamation of pits, domes, and chaos 535 

areas approximately 200 to 300 km in diameter. 536 

 537 
Figure 11.  Castalia study area. a. The base mosaic of images is shown with higher-resolution 538 

Galileo observations on top of lower resolution global-scale images. b. Only the high-resolution 539 

area is shown with interpretation of plate boundaries represented as thin purple lines (compare to 540 

subsequent figures).  The colors in (b) denote prominent features that are younger than the plate 541 

boundaries in yellow (which are ignored in the reconstruction process), and prominent features 542 

older than the plate boundaries in blue.  Images are shown in orthographic projection centered at 543 

0°N, 130°E; north is up.  The scale bar and coordinates for graticules are shown in (b). 544 

 545 
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 546 
Figure 12.  Time sequence of final motion along plate boundaries in the Castalia Macula area.  547 

Mapped material of plate boundaries are colored from oldest to youngest in a green to blue to 548 

purple color scale.  The “step” scale shows the latest reconstruction step during which the 549 

boundaries of that color were still active; refer to Figure 14 for the detailed steps.  Note that 550 

young plate boundaries may also be active in earlier stages.  Projection is the same as Figure 11. 551 

 552 
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Portions of this region have been examined in previous works.  Tufts et al. (2000) 553 

reconstructed the westernmost part of Acacallis Linea and the small band that projects from its 554 

southern edge, showing that they formed via dilation.  Sarid et al. (2002) examined the plate 555 

boundaries marked CM4 and CM5 in Fig. 12, and showed that a coherent plate 400 km in size 556 

had translated laterally by 8 km to form these features.  They argued for the existence of a 557 

convergent boundary in eastern Arachne Linea to accommodate this motion.  Patterson et al. 558 

(2006) split the northeastern quadrant of this study area into seven plates and used statistical 559 

methods to find the best-fit poles of rotation to align features that predated the plate 560 

boundaries.  Melton (2018) performed a detailed plate reconstruction of the southeasternmost 561 

corner of the study area, near 15°S, 140°E, highlighting the role of counterclockwise rotations in 562 

this area. Patterson and Head (in revision) performed kinematic analysis of a triple junction in 563 

the westernmost part of Acacallis Linea and demonstrated that the assumption of plate rigidity is 564 

valid for the region. 565 

From Arachne Linea to the northern edge of the study area, the identified plate 566 

boundaries are composed of bands trending east-west and ridges or ridge complexes trending 567 

north-south.  We mapped 88 plates of pre-existing terrain between the boundaries.  Most of the 568 

north-south trending plate boundaries north of Arachne form a cluster centered around 132°E 569 

(features labeled CM2, CM3, and CM4 in Figure 12).  South of Arachne and west of 132°E, the 570 

pattern of plate boundaries is similar to the northern area, including a prominent east-west 571 

trending band (labeled CM1 in Figure 12).  South of Arachne and east of 132°E, the plate 572 

boundaries are much more complex and closely spaced.  In this southeastern corner of the study 573 

area, there are several generations of intersecting bands with different orientations.  The largest 574 

and most prominent of these band fragments lie along a trend labeled CM9 in Figure 12.  One 575 

unusual feature centered near 13°S, 139°E  is a collection of small plates surrounded by an 576 

elliptical set of dark bands (labeled as “Ellipse” in Figure 12).  In the southwestern corner of the 577 

study area, there is a gap in high-resolution Galileo imaging, resulting in some ambiguity as to 578 

whether the image to the west of the gap has geometric fidelity with the rest of the mosaic, or 579 

whether there are plate boundaries hidden in the gap.  Because of this ambiguity, we split the 580 

plates to the north and south of CM1 along a north-south line near 129°E, following the center of 581 

the gap.  In general, the identified plates are smaller in the southern portion of the study area as 582 

compared to the northern portion.  We did not map plate boundaries in detail beyond the 583 
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southern boundary of the Castalia study area, but a preliminary examination showed the plates to 584 

be yet smaller in that direction. 585 

The time sequence of plate boundary activity is displayed in Figure 12.  Crosscutting 586 

relationships among the plate boundaries show that motion along the band CM1 is the most 587 

recent event.  The next most recent event (step 5) created the central band of Arachne Linea, the 588 

ridge complex CM2 branching to the north from central Arachne, and a curved (concave to the 589 

east) ridge/band complex running through the middle of the ellipse, labeled CM3.  The next 590 

event going back in time (step 4) created the ridge/band complex CM4, as well as several small 591 

bands that branch between Arachne Linea and CM1.  Boundaries active until step 3 include the 592 

peripheral portions of Arachne, two roughly parallel ridges branching north from 593 

Arachne  labeled CM5, a “C” shaped set of bands and ridges (concave to the east) labeled CM6, 594 

and a curved (concave to the west) ridge/band complex running through the middle of the ellipse 595 

labeled CM7.  Boundaries active until step 2 include the two eastern branches of Acacallis Linea, 596 

a central band running through western Acacallis, several side branching ridges and small bands 597 

running north and south from Acacallis, the network of bands surrounding the ellipse, and an 598 

unusual isolated band fragment labeled CM8.  The oldest plate boundaries include the outer 599 

portions of western Acacallis and a collection of dark band fragments lying along the trend line 600 

labeled CM9. 601 
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 602 

 603 
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Figure 13.  Reconstruction of the Castalia area. a. Reconstruction of original surface before plate 604 

motions.  The material of the plate boundaries has been removed.  Note tight alignment of pre-605 

existing features marked in blue.  Projection is the same as Figure 11. b. Detail of the southern 606 

section of part (a), showing the details of original features (blue) brought back into alignment 607 

through reconstruction. Areas circled with dashed red lines indicate groups of plates for which 608 

the final placement is uncertain. Each of these groups exhibits an internally consistent 609 

reconstruction, but the final placement of each group relative to the surrounding plates is only 610 

based on one weakly constrained piercing point.  See text for details. 611 

 612 

Reconstruction of the original surface (Figure 13) aligns a variety of older ridges and 613 

ridge complexes (blue).  Prominent reconstructed features include two ridges trending ENE-614 

WSW across the entire area (Figure 13b) that constrain the motions along CM2, CM4, and CM5, 615 

and many north-south ridges that cross several plates and constrain the motions of CM4, 616 

Acacallis, Arachne, and CM1.  Four groups of plates in the southeastern corner of the study area 617 

(labeled in Figure 13b as 1, 2, and two groups in 3) were not well constrained in their final 618 

reconstructed placement. 619 

In group 1, two prominent NE-SW trending pre-existing ridges, along with several 620 

smaller features, give us high confidence that the plates within this group are properly 621 

reconstructed.  The only exception is the southeasternmost plate, which does not share prominent 622 

reconstructable features with the other plates.  Though the reconstruction within group 1 is 623 

convincing, there are no features shared with the plates on the other side of CM9 to the north of 624 

group 1 that provide convincing evidence of where group 1 connects.  We took the approach of 625 

moving group 1 to the north to close band CM9, giving it a slight clockwise rotation to align the 626 

pattern of background ridges with the terrain to the north.  Its final position in the reconstruction 627 

is based on one ridge possibly shared across the boundary, but this fit is not unique and other 628 

ridges to the east or west could also fit.  We conservatively used the fit for group 1 that involved 629 

the least amount of strike-slip motion. 630 

The plates in group 2 are found today to be adjacent to the isolated band fragment 631 

CM8.  Their position in the reconstruction is based on observations of the stages of motion of the 632 

surrounding plates and plate boundary fragments.  The justification for the rotation of the plates 633 
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is based on aligning CM8 with surrounding bands when it opened.  The justification for the 634 

position of the plates is based on the old boundary material on the northern side of CM8 being 635 

very similar in appearance to the old boundary material found where CM5 and CM9 come 636 

together.  The prominent ridge that gives group 2 its internal reconstruction consistency may be 637 

an extension of a similar ridge found near the southern terminus of CM2.  Our hypothesis is that 638 

these ridge fragments are pieces of the same feature, and this constrains group 2 to its final 639 

position and orientation.  There are other possible ridges that could match if group 2 experienced 640 

significant strike-slip motion to bring it west from its original position, but our conservative 641 

assumption is that group 2 only rotated and moved south as Arachne opened. 642 

The two groups of plates in group 3 are the least constrained parts of the reconstruction, 643 

and the ones for which we have the least confidence in their original positions.  Each cluster of 644 

plates in group 3 is only reconstructed to the rest of the study area with a single ridge. 645 

 646 
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 647 
Figure 14. Steps in reconstructing the original surface to the surface observed today in Castalia 648 

Macula (see also supplementary video S2).  Black polygons are plates, gray polygons are plate 649 

boundaries that are no longer active, according to the crosscutting relationships.  Arrows show 650 

the relative motions necessary to bring the plates to their positions in the next step: red denotes 651 

contraction, blue denotes extension, and yellow and orange denote left-lateral and right-lateral 652 

strike-slip, respectively.  Early stages are dominated by band extension in the center of the study 653 

area, while later stages have minor band extension in the south.  Both left-lateral and right-lateral 654 

strike-slip motions occur, but right-lateral motions dominate during most stages.  Coupled right-655 

lateral motions lead to counterclockwise rotations of blocks during several stages.  Projection is 656 

the  same as Figure 11, and the largest plate (the center of the northern section) is held fixed. 657 

 658 

The first plate motions to break up the reconstructed surface opened two major bands 659 

(Figure 14, original surface to step 1).  North-south extension occurred in western Acacallis 660 

Linea and a smaller branch of the band to the south. The amount of extension varies from 43 km 661 

in the west to 15 km in the east, as the pole of rotation is located just to the east of 662 

Acacallis.  Left-lateral strike-slip motion through the center of the study area linked extension in 663 

Acacallis to extension occurring in eastern Arachne Linea and band CM9.  Faults oriented NW-664 

SE around the “ellipse” began to break up surrounding plates through right-lateral strike-slip, 665 

including a 20 km offset of the plates at the northern tip of this group. 666 

The next stage (Figure 14, step 1 to step 2) continues north-south extension through the 667 

center of the area, with 5 km of extension continuing in western Acacallis and 20 km of 668 

extension distributed among two parallel bands, where eastern Acacallis splits and then rejoins in 669 
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a triple junction at the eastern edge of the study area.  The greater extension in the east is 670 

accommodated by right-lateral strike-slip through the center of the study area.  Minor east-west 671 

contraction of 1 to 2 km occurs at the northern end of the strike-slip zone to accommodate the 672 

plate motions.  In between the two eastern branches of Acacallis, a right-lateral strike-slip zone 673 

transfers unequal amounts of extension from the southern branch to the northern branch.  In the 674 

southeast corner of the study area, eastern Arachne and band CM8 undergo north-south 675 

extension, accommodated by right-lateral strike-slip motion along a fault branching southward 676 

from the center of Arachne, offsetting the two halves of band CM9.  The “ellipse” rotates 677 

counterclockwise by 29°, accommodated by right-lateral strike-slip motions around its entire 678 

margin. 679 

Moving from step 2 to step 3, the central block trapped between the ridges of CM5 680 

moves south by 1 to 2 km relative to the surrounding plates.  The southern end of CM5  is offset 681 

by left-lateral strike-slip.  The block containing CM8 rotates counterclockwise, as does a large 682 

semi-elliptical block bounded by the curved ridge/band CM6 which exhibits 10 km of right-683 

lateral motion.  The curved ridge CM7 offsets the western part of the “ellipse” via 8 km of right-684 

lateral motion, opening a small band where CM7 curves at its southern extent.  All of Arachne 685 

Linea begins minor extension ranging 4 to 8 km in a north-south direction, with the exact amount 686 

depending on minor strike-slip offsets in the plates between Arachne and CM1. 687 

The transition from step 3 to step 4 is dominated by the small counterclockwise rotation 688 

of a large block comprising much of the eastern part of the study area, accommodated by a 689 

mixture of extension, right-lateral strike slip, and contraction along the cycloidal boundary 690 

CM4.  Oblique convergence and right-lateral strike-slip totaling 11 km is taken up in eastern 691 

Arachne to accommodate the motion along CM4.  Convergence of 5 km occurs along the 692 

northern boundary of central CM9 as the southeasternmost group of plates rotates slightly 693 

counterclockwise.  Right-lateral motion near the southern boundary of the study area opens a 694 

small tear in the center of CM1. 695 

From step 4 to step 5, the boundary CM2 extends by just over 1 km along its northern 696 

margin, accommodated by right-lateral strike-slip and oblique spreading along the north-south 697 

portion of the boundary.  The motion along CM2 appears to be a continuation of the CM4 698 

motion from the previous step, along a slightly different boundary.  At its southern end, CM2 699 
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merges with the central band of western Arachne, which has extended north-south by 4 km 700 

during this stage.  The curved boundary CM3 shifts the eastern portion of the “ellipse” 701 

southward by 3 km, opening a band at its northern margin. 702 

The final transition to today’s surface is accommodated by motion along CM1, which 703 

extends by 3 km in a north-south direction, exhibiting right-lateral transtension in its central 704 

dogleg portion.  An animation of the reconstruction sequence can be found in supplementary 705 

video S2. 706 

Our reconstruction of western Acacallis Linea is very similar to that presented in Tufts et 707 

al. (2000), but we recognize two distinct episodes in the opening of the band, as represented by 708 

the older outer portion of the band linked with structures to the south, and the smoother, 709 

straighter inner portion of the band linked with structures to the northwest and linked with the 710 

two branches of Acacallis to the east.  Our reconstruction from step 3 to 4 of the motion along 711 

the cycloidal boundary CM4 agrees with the rotation found by Sarid et al. (2002) and later 712 

works.  That study found 8 km of pure convergence along eastern Arachne Linea, while we find 713 

11 km of oblique convergence because we recognize the simultaneous rotation of plates to the 714 

south of Arachne.  Our reconstruction of the area surrounding the “ellipse” agrees with the work 715 

by Melton (2018) in terms of the major motions that occurred, though our work places it into the 716 

larger context of extension and right-lateral motions in the surrounding region. 717 

Patterson et al. (2006) examined the motions along CM2, CM4, and CM5 using a 718 

statistical technique to find best-fit poles of rotation for seven plates.  They concluded that some 719 

non-rigid plate behavior present, and that Arachne Linea formed via multiple episodes of 720 

extension and strike-slip motion.  A later study using the same technique to examine Acacallis 721 

(Patterson & Ernst, 2011) also concluded that non-rigid plate behavior was present.  We tested 722 

the statistical pole of rotation technique by using GPlates to recreate the plates mapped in these 723 

two studies, and then manually entering their published best-fit poles of rotation.  We found that 724 

the statistical fits largely agreed with the plate motions that we found, but they allowed for 725 

materials on adjacent plates to pass through each other on the way to their reconstructed 726 

destinations.  This is clearly nonphysical, and points to the importance of performing and 727 

visualizing multi-stage reconstructions.  The other main difference with our work is that we 728 

broke the surface down into many more plates.  By breaking plates down and accounting for 729 
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small motions within regions that were considered to be single plates in previous works, we 730 

avoid the overlap problem and find that the nonrigidity in the previous works appears best 731 

explained by motions in a greater number of smaller plates. 732 

3.3 Libya Linea region 733 

The Libya Linea target area (Fig. 15a) is the southernmost target area in our study region 734 

(roughly 45°S to 70°S), and encompasses Libya Linea (LL), Astypalea Linea (AL), and 735 

Cyclades Macula, three features that have been previously classified as pull-apart or smooth 736 

bands (Tufts et al., 1999, 2000). Generally, these bands are thought to form via emplacement of 737 

material via separation of the satellite’s lithosphere (Tufts et al., 1999). LL trends ENE-WSW, 738 

and is non-uniform in width suggesting multiple types of strain accommodation. LL consists of 739 

an intertwining network of bands that are morphologically complex, similar to Arachne Linea 740 

(Section 3.2; Sarid et al., 2002), further implying multiple episodes of deformation. AL trends 741 

NNE-SSW and consists of several N-S trending ridge segments that are aligned in a right-742 

stepping, en échelon pattern (Kattenhorn, 2004). The ridge segments define the boundaries of at 743 

least four rhomboidal pull-apart features and the orientations of parallel lineations within these 744 

pull-aparts suggest that AL opened at a highly oblique angle. One of these rhomboidal features, 745 

Cyclades Macula, includes two sets of unique en echelon features trending NNW where each 746 

feature is approximately ten kilometers in length and spaced ten kilometers apart from one 747 

another. The Libya Linea area is relatively free of chaos terrain. 748 

Figure 15b shows the mapped plate boundaries as thin purple lines, and subsequent 749 

figures divide up this image along these boundaries. For the purposes of reconstruction, young 750 

cycloidal ridges that overprint LL, AL, and Cyclades Macula (highlighted in yellow in Fig. 751 

3.3.0b) are ignored for the remainder of this section since they postdate plate motions. Features 752 

that are highlighted blue in Fig 3.3.0b are older than plate motions in the Libya Linea area and 753 

were used to guide our reconstruction. Reconstruction results suggest a series of plate motions 754 

that closes AL and Cyclades Macula and partially closes LL and results in a more linear structure 755 

than is observed in the present day (Fig. 16). 756 
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 757 
Figure 15. Libya Linea study area. a. The base mosaic of images constructed from higher-758 

resolution Galileo observations on top of lower resolution global-scale images. b. Only the high-759 

resolution areas shown, with interpretation of plate boundaries as thin purple lines.  The colors in 760 

(b) denote prominent features that are younger than the plate boundaries in yellow (which are 761 

ignored in the reconstruction process), and prominent features older than the plate boundaries in 762 

blue.  Images are shown in orthographic projection centered at 59°S, 167°E, scale bar is shown 763 

in (a), and coordinates for graticules are shown in both. 764 

 765 

 766 
Figure 16. Reconstruction of the Libya Linea area. a. Reconstruction of original surface before 767 

plate motions.  The material of the plate boundaries has been removed.  The majority of the 768 

plates to the northwest of the boxed areas experience minimal plate motions to fit together. 769 
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Overall, plates rotated counterclockwise to create plate boundaries that form the present day 770 

Libya Linea area in Fig. 15b. Yellow and blue highlighted features have the same meaning as in 771 

Fig. 15b. b. Zoomed in portion of the Libya Linea reconstruction, highlighting the missing 772 

terrain that remains after reconstruction of the western portion of Libya Linea and parallel bands 773 

to the north, as discussed in the text. c. Zoomed in image of the eastern portion of Libya Linea 774 

and Ancaeus Linea after reconstruction, showing the tight fit of the plates bordering Ancaeus. 775 

 776 

To characterize the geologic history of the region that encompasses LL, AL, and 777 

Cyclades Macula, we examined crosscutting relationships among ~70 tectonic features and 778 

established a stratigraphic framework (Fig. 17). Bands discussed in the subsequent text labeled 779 

LA1-LA5 are annotated in this figure. The stratigraphic framework we developed was then used 780 

to define ~300 plates in the region. Cross-cutting and offset features associated with the 781 

boundaries of the plates were identified and are being used to reconstruct the geologic history of 782 

this prominent and complex area of Europa’s anti-jovian, southern hemisphere. 783 

An animation of the Libya area reconstruction can be found in supplementary video 784 

S3.  The initial stage of plate motion (Step 1, Fig 18) is defined by right lateral shearing trending 785 

NE-SW and right lateral transtension trending NNE-SSW associated with the formation of the 786 

first stage of Libya Linea. In this first stage, shearing is concentrated along plates southwest of 787 

Libya Linea and transtension is distributed across the central and northeastern portions of Libya 788 

Linea. An opposite sense of shearing is observed in the western (right lateral) and eastern portion 789 

(left lateral) of Libya Linea, although this is likely due to the image gap in the north central 790 

portion of the basemap. While plates fit together well in the western portion of Libya Linea and 791 

in the regions labeled LA6 and LA7 in Fig. 17, there are few constraints that tie the western and 792 

eastern portion of Libya Linea that would allow for a more accurate reconstruction. 793 
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 794 
Figure 17. Time sequence of final motion along plate boundaries in the Libya Linea area.  795 

Mapped material of plate boundaries are colored from oldest to youngest in a green to blue to 796 

purple color scale.  The “step” scale shows the latest reconstruction step during which the 797 

boundaries of that color were still active; refer to Figure 18 for more detail.  Note that young 798 

plate boundaries may also be active in earlier stages.  Map is in orthographic projection centered 799 

at 59°S, 167°E. 800 
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 801 
Figure 18. Steps in reconstructing the original surface to the surface observed today in Libya 802 

Linea region (see also supplementary video S3).  Black polygons are plates, grey polygons are 803 

plate boundaries that are no longer active, according to the crosscutting relationships.  Arrows 804 
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show the relative motions necessary to bring the plates to their positions in the next step: red 805 

denotes contraction, yellow denotes left-lateral strike-slip, orange denotes right-lateral strike-slip, 806 

and blue denotes extension.  Major activity generally consists of clockwise plate rotations, 807 

dilation along LL, AL, and Cyclades Macula, and right-lateral strike slip motions. Features in the 808 

northwestern portion of the study region do not crosscut features closer to LL, AL, and Cyclades 809 

Macula thus are stratigraphically unconstrained with the major bands of the region. The motions 810 

in the northwestern portion consist of minor dilations, convergence, and right-lateral strike-slips. 811 

Maps are in orthographic projection centered at 59°S, 167°E, and the plate directly above band 812 

LA5 is held fixed. 813 

 814 

A second stage of plate motion (Step 2, Fig. 18) is defined by N-S oriented transtension 815 

of Libya Linea and Castalia Macula and right lateral transtension along Astypalea’s N-S oriented 816 

en echelon fractures (LA3). During this stage, the opening of Libya, Castalia, and Astypalea are 817 

linked through a N-S trending fracture approximately one kilometer wide. This second stage 818 

results in a second phase of Libya opening (LA3), where opening is concentrated in the central 819 

and northeastern portions of LA3, and a concurrent first phase of Cyclades and Astypalea open. 820 

A sub-stage of this second stage of plate motions occurs when the formation of Ancaeus Linea 821 

ends (LA4). Ancaeus Linea trends NNE-SSW and resembles Astypalea Linea, albeit on a 822 

smaller scale, and dilates N-S accommodate by potential convergence of bands located to the 823 

south. After LA4 finishes dilating, the continued opening of Libya, Cyclades, and Astypalea are 824 

accommodated by counterclockwise rotation of plates to the south of all LA3. 825 

A third stage of plate motion (Step 3, Fig. 18) is defined by the N-S dilation of band LA5 826 

in Fig 17. The majority of the dilation is concentrated in the western portion of LA5 resulting in 827 

a rotation pole located near the eastern extent of the band. During this stage, a counterclockwise 828 

rotation of plates between the LA5 and LA2 results in a third phase of Libya Linea forming via 829 

N-S orientated dilation concentrated in the eastern portion of Libya. Along with the formation of 830 

the third stage of Libya (LA2), the final phase of Cyclades and Astypalea open (LA2) with the 831 

same mechanics as their second opening phase as described in the previous paragraph, including 832 

the linkage with Libya along a N-S oriented approximately one kilometer wide band. 833 
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The final stage of plate motions (Step 4, Fig. 18) are defined by overall slight 834 

counterclockwise rotation of plates south of the LA5 resulting in the final opening phase of 835 

Libya Linea (LA1) defined by an approximately ten kilometer wide NE-SW oriented dilational 836 

band. Additional minor clockwise plate rotations along with a combination of convergence, 837 

divergence, and shearing concentrated in the northwestern portion of the study site result in the 838 

present day terrain (today, Fig. 18). 839 

The final reconstruction of the Libya Linea Region results in complete reconstruction of 840 

Astypalea Linea, Cyclades, Macula, and Ancaeus Linea. The final reconstruction of Libya Linea 841 

itself, however, does not result in a perfect fit. In the final reconstruction, there is an 842 

approximately ~50 km wide, ~1,500 long linear gap spanning 6,000 km2 potentially implying 843 

that Libya Linea is reworked surface material that has taken advantage of a pre-existing linear 844 

weakness in the crust, destroying crustal material that could have been used to aid reconstruction 845 

of this region. This hypothesis is further supported by the lack of matchable features on either 846 

side of Libya Linea, especially in the western portion (see lack of continuous blue shaded 847 

features in Fig. 16b). Another possibility for this gap in our reconstruction is that we have yet to 848 

account for all deformation on either side of Libya Linea, thus each side is not in its correct 849 

geometrical shape that would allow for a perfect reconstruction. 850 

While Libya Linea has not previously been reconstructed, the reconstruction of Astypalea 851 

Linea and Cyclades Macula has been investigated by Tufts et al. (1999), Kattenhorn (2004), and 852 

Mével & Mercier (2005). Our reconstruction of Astypalaea Linea and Cyclades Macula differ 853 

from the reconstructions by Tufts et al. (1999) where they reconstruct Astypalaea and Cyclades 854 

under one stage. We find that the two sides of Astypalaea and Cyclades (southern portion of LA2 855 

and LA3 in Figure 3.3.2) fit better when considering two stages of opening as seen in steps 3 and 856 

4 of Figure 3.3.3. However, in both our work and Tufts et al. (1999), we both observe that right 857 

lateral motions in the same orientation are responsible for the opening of Astypalaea and 858 

Cyclades. (Kattenhorn, 2004) also reconstructs Astypalaea Linea under one stage of right lateral 859 

shearing resulting in dilation along the right stepping en echelon fractures. They also hypothesize 860 

that while undergoing right lateral shearing, each individual fault segment developed tail cracks 861 

and continued shearing took advantage of those tailcrack to dilate them into the band segments 862 

seen today. The resulting reconstruction shows that Astypalea Linea is not a strictly linear band, 863 

similar to Agenor Linea or Katreus Linea, but instead has a cycloidal geometry (although this is 864 
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not to be confused with band dilation along a cycloidal ridge as seen in the Castalia Macula 865 

region). Kattenhorn (2004) does not include Cyclades Macula in their reconstruction due to 866 

image availability. The most recent reconstruction of Astypalaea Linea by Mével & Mercier 867 

(2005) reconstructed Astypalea Linea and portions of Cyclades Macula using several more plates 868 

than the two previous studies mentioned. While Tufts et al. (1999) and Kattenhorn (2004) treat 869 

Astypalea as a singular plate boundary with one plate on either side, Mével & Mercier (2005) 870 

present a reconstruction more similar to what we present here where the surface is broken up 871 

beyond two plates which allows for a better fit (see the set of plates labeled LA7 in Figure 3.3.2). 872 

However, Mével & Mercier (2005) still treat Astypalea and Cyclades as bands that open in one 873 

phase and their additional plate boundaries are drawn along nearby ridges and bands that 874 

intersect with Astypalea and Cyclades, which differ from where we drew our additional plate 875 

boundaries. This is likely because the images they used for their reconstruction were of higher 876 

resolution than the images used for our reconstruction. Considering that our reconstruction 877 

covered a larger swath of Europa’s surface than Mével & Mercier (2005), we aimed to use 878 

imagery with a consistent resolution to prevent biases, which resulted in selecting a lower 879 

resolution dataset that covered a larger area. 880 

3.4 Observations of other regions in the mosaic 881 

Numerous offsets along tectonic features have been observed across Europa, but they are 882 

not always part of an organized system of rigid plates.  In this section, we share observations 883 

about three regions lying between our three study areas.  Each of these regions offers insight into 884 

the range of tectonic behavior on Europa. 885 

To the north of the Castalia Macula study area, plate-like motions are observed in another 886 

region (Figure 19).  Because this region is adjacent to Belus Linea, we refer to it below as the 887 

Belus region.  Relative motions in the Belus region have been noted in previous works, most 888 

notably in Sarid et al. (2002) where an asymmetric band was found to accommodate 8 km of 889 

contraction.  Our initial survey of the Belus region identified dozens of potential plates, but a full 890 

multi-stage reconstruction of this area is challenging due to the density of crosscutting features, 891 

and is beyond the scope of our current work.  We performed three independent initial surveys of 892 

potential plates in the Belus region, and though the surveys differed on the details of where the 893 

plate boundaries lie, the agreement on the total area potentially affected by plate-like motions is 894 
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outlined by a red dashed line in Figure 19.  Also shown in the figure is a ridge outlined in green 895 

that crosscuts all of the potential plate boundaries in the Belus region.  The green ridge is, in 896 

turn, crosscut by another prominent ridge, outlined in blue in Figure 19.  The blue ridge can be 897 

traced across most of the Castalia Macula study area (section 3.2) where it is crosscut by all ages 898 

of plate boundaries in that area.  Following the logic of crosscutting relationships, all of the plate 899 

boundaries in the Belus region must predate all of the plate boundaries in the Castalia Macula 900 

region.  These two neighboring areas thus represent two distinct episodes of plate-like behavior 901 

in Europa’s history. 902 

 903 
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Figure 19. An area exhibiting plate-like motions north of Belus Linea is outlined by a red dashed 904 

line.  The purple lines in the south are plate boundaries CM2 and CM4 from the Castalia Macula 905 

reconstruction (see Figure 3.2.1).  The blue line shows a ridge that is crosscut by CM2 and CM4, 906 

and extends all the way south to be crosscut by Acacallis Linea (off the southern edge of this 907 

figure).  The blue ridge crosscuts the green ridge, which crosscuts all of the candidate plate 908 

boundaries in the area north of Belus.  This shows that all of the plate-like activity in the area 909 

north of Belus is older than the activity in the Castalia Macula study area.  Orthographic 910 

projection centered at 15°N, 135°E. 911 

 912 

South of the Northern Falga study area, there are several linear features that exhibit 913 

apparent left-lateral strike-slip offsets of 1 to 3 km (Figure 20).  These features can only be 914 

traced for a few tens of kilometers before disappearing into the background.  No accommodation 915 

structures can be found linking these features together to form an organized system of 916 

plates.  There are three possible explanations for this observation.  One explanation is that the 917 

offsets and features are too small to be observed given the available images.  However, similar 918 

scale strike-slip offsets have been confidently linked to plate boundaries in the other study 919 

areas.  Another explanation is that these features are too far down in the stratigraphic column, 920 

and too many newer features have overprinted the accommodation structures.  The final 921 

explanation is that this is an area where Europa’s surface is truly behaving nonrigidly, and the 922 

motions along these segments are being accommodated by distributed deformation in the 923 

intervening ice. 924 
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 925 
Figure 20. The area to the south of the Northern Falga study area exhibits strike-slip offsets on 926 

disconnected faults but no organized system of plates.  The red dashed line shows the southern 927 

edge of the subsumption band at the southern margin of the Northern Falga reconstruction.  The 928 

blue lines denote sections of faults with apparent strike-slip offsets.  Orthographic projection 929 

centered at 45°N, 140°E. 930 

 931 

In section 3.2 we noted that plate-like motions continue to the south of the Castalia 932 

Macula area, but the plates become numerous, small, and difficult to confidently reconstruct. 933 

Between the Castalia and Libya study areas, specifically within Argadnel Regio, the terrain is 934 

generally divided into plates by two sets of orthogonally intersecting bands. These intersecting 935 

bands appear to have formed from two separate episodes of diffuse, broad scale lateral shearing 936 

that initially formed a set of NW-SE oriented bands via right-lateral shearing, and later formed a 937 

set of sigmoidal bands oriented NE-SW via left-lateral shearing. Two episodes of opposite-sense 938 

shearing may also be observed in Agenor Linea (Hoyer et al., 2014), just to the north of the 939 

Libya study area. As the more recent episode of broad scale left-lateral shearing continued, the 940 

plates have rotated counter-clockwise, similar to plate motions within the southern portion of the 941 

Castalia Macula area and observed by Melton (2018) and Detelich & Kattenhorn (2022). The 942 

counter-clockwise rotation of these plates has caused them to disintegrate into circular blocks, 943 
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similar to what occurs at a much smaller scale in cataclasis, where angular grains in the core of a 944 

fault zone will erode into rounded grains as shearing progresses. While the disaggregation 945 

between the Castalia Macula and Libya Linea regions appear plate-like, they are dissimilar from 946 

the plates in this study which appear to move independently. Instead, the disaggregation between 947 

Castalia Macula and Libya Linea is broadly distributed and appears to be edge driven by east-948 

west oriented shearing on the northern and southern boundaries of Argadnel Regio and Agenor 949 

Linea. 950 

 951 

4 Discussion 952 

Before discussing the broader implications of our observations, we offer some 953 

observations of the reconstruction process.  As discussed in the introduction, many previous 954 

works examining lateral motions on Europa have taken the simplified approach of reconstructing 955 

features on a flat plane.  The reconstructions presented in this work cover regions large enough 956 

in latitude and longitude that map projection errors would affect the results if the reconstructions 957 

were done in that manner.  Present work is limited to areas covered by available high-resolution 958 

Galileo image data, but future reconstructions of an entire plate system on Europa based on 959 

expanded imaging data would cover an even larger area.  Once more imaging data of Europa is 960 

available, future plate reconstructions must be done in a spherical framework. 961 

Many previous works have tended to propose one-step reconstructions of multi-plate 962 

systems (amounting to a singular rotation).  While this is often a necessary simplification when 963 

performing an initial survey, the many small motions/accommodations observed in the 964 

reconstructions of the northern Falga, Castalia Macula, and Libya Linea regions make it clear 965 

that the kinematic details revealing how strain is accommodated by observed surface features can 966 

only be seen by taking a multi-stage approach.  Performing a single step reconstruction on a 967 

system of multiple plates and boundaries can also lead to nonsensical behavior, such as plates 968 

passing through each other. 969 

Finally, many of the improvements we were able to realize in the reconstructions 970 

presented here were only possible by breaking the obvious plates into smaller pieces along less 971 

obvious accommodation structures.  What may have appeared to be nonrigid behavior in 972 

previous reconstructions may instead be an overestimate of the size of the rigid plates.  The 973 
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Northern Falga reconstruction presented in section 3.1 achieved a tighter fit than Kattenhorn and 974 

Prockter (2014) by breaking some large plates into smaller pieces along subtle internal 975 

boundaries, thus allowing the plates to change shape as the reconstruction progressed.  The 976 

Castalia reconstruction also achieved better fits without the overlaps suffered by previous 977 

statistical-based reconstructions in this area (Patterson et al., 2006; Patterson & Ernst, 2011) by 978 

considering many smaller plates instead of a few large ones.  The drawback of considering many 979 

more plates is that it becomes impractical to use a statistical approach when the number of plate 980 

pairs to examine is vastly increased. 981 

4.1 Implications for tectonics on Europa 982 

Based on our observations, we conclude that plate tectonic-like behavior on Europa is 983 

widespread, but it occurs in limited areas, for limited amounts of time, and with limited amounts 984 

of motion. 985 

4.1.1 Plate tectonic-like behavior is widespread but patchy on Europa 986 

We examined a large swath of Europa stretching almost from pole to pole, and found 987 

three good examples of plate tectonic-like behavior.  The study areas were spread out in latitude, 988 

covering the high northern and southern latitudes as well as the equatorial region.  As discussed 989 

in the introduction, hints of plate tectonic-like behavior have been found in other regions of 990 

Europa (e.g., Pappalardo & Sullivan, 1996; Sullivan et al., 1998; Greenberg, 2004) but lack of 991 

wide-area imaging data at sufficient resolution has thus far hampered a fully global investigation.  992 

We are confident based on this work that many more areas with plate-like motions will be 993 

discovered when better imaging data of Europa is available. 994 

However, widespread is not the same as global.  There are limits to the extent of plate 995 

tectonic-like behavior in each of the study areas, and some areas do not exhibit organized 996 

systems of plates, as far as we can determine.  Unlike the Earth, which has a globally integrated 997 

system of plates, Europa’s plate motions are regionally confined and thus may reflect a more 998 

regional or local process. 999 

4.1.2 Plate tectonic-like behavior is episodic and not currently active 1000 

In all of the study areas, young ridges and ridge complexes overprint the plate 1001 

boundaries.  The young ridges do not accommodate offsets like those seen in the plate 1002 
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boundaries.  Thus, whatever process was driving the plate motions came to an end, and is not 1003 

actively driving plate motions today in any of the areas studied.  The relationship between the 1004 

Castalia Macula study area and the older Belus area to its north discussed in section 3.4 1005 

demonstrates that the plate tectonic-like behavior on Europa did not occur all at the same time.  1006 

Combined with the previous conclusion, we develop the view that plate tectonic-like behavior on 1007 

Europa occurs in regional patches and turns on and off at different times in different places. 1008 

4.1.3 Upper limit on the magnitude of plate motions 1009 

On the Earth, plate tectonics provides no hard upper limit to the distance of motion that 1010 

can be accommodated along plate boundaries.  It is normal on Earth to see material created at a 1011 

spreading ridge be later subducted.  On Europa, there are no examples of material being formed 1012 

at a spreading band, traveling to an adjacent convergent margin, and being subsumed.  Most of 1013 

the offsets accommodated along plate boundaries observed in our three study areas were of order 1014 

10 km, and no boundaries were observed that accommodated lateral motion of 100 km or more.  1015 

Together with the observations of the regional, episodic nature of plate tectonic-like behavior on 1016 

Europa, this limit on accommodated motion suggests that there is some self-limiting factor that 1017 

brings plate motions on Europa to a halt.  Is this limitation due to the material of the plates 1018 

themselves, or due to the driving mechanism behind plate motions? 1019 

It is interesting to note that while all of the study areas had convergent plate boundaries 1020 

accommodating several kilometers of motion, neither the Castalia nor the Libya reconstructions 1021 

showed the magnitude of convergence (several tens of kilometers) seen at the southern edge of 1022 

the Northern Falga reconstruction.  We can think of three possibilities to explain this.  Perhaps 1023 

the tectonic behavior in the Northern Falga region is special, and it is a unique region of Europa  1024 

where an unusual amount of convergence happened.  Another possibility is related to the gap in 1025 

boundary materials seen across the reconstructed position of Libya Linea (section 3.3).  If we 1026 

underestimated the reconstructed distance between the two sides of Libya, there could be 1027 

additional convergence hidden there.  A final possibility for all of the regions is that motions take 1028 

place in the reconstructions which necessitate convergence somewhere outside the available 1029 

imaging coverage.  Once more imaging coverage is available and such edge effects are 1030 

accounted for, we will have better constraints on the amount of convergence. 1031 
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4.2 Missing information and future work 1032 

There are two pieces of observational data that would be helpful in making progress on 1033 

understanding the driving mechanism of plate tectonic-like behavior on Europa.  The first is an 1034 

inventory of the sizes of rigid plates that are active at any particular time step in the 1035 

reconstructions.  This is not as simple as determining the areas of the mapped plates, because 1036 

many of the plate motions involve groups of plates and adjacent inactive boundaries moving 1037 

together.  There are also edge effects from the limited imaging coverage that will affect the 1038 

results of such a study.  Nevertheless, a study could be done in the future using the data from our 1039 

reconstructions to place bounds on the distribution of plate sizes. 1040 

The second piece of missing information that would constrain plate dynamics is the 1041 

velocity of plate motions.  Unfortunately we do not currently have a way of determining the 1042 

absolute ages of individual features on Europa.  All we can say is that all of the plate motions 1043 

happened in a period of time less than the surface age of Europa, which is less than 100 million 1044 

years (Bierhaus et al., 2009). 1045 

Future work stemming from our study could also include an inventory of morphological 1046 

differences among plate boundaries on Europa, as a function of the type and magnitude of plate 1047 

motion accommodated by the boundary.  The GPlates reconstruction files linked in Appendix 2 1048 

can serve as a starting point for such future work.  Reconstruction of the Belus region discussed 1049 

in section 3.4 is another important area for future work, to compare an earlier episode of plate 1050 

motions to the later motions in Castalia. 1051 

4.3 Thoughts on driving mechanisms for plate tectonic-like behavior 1052 

As we contemplate the similarities and differences between modern plate tectonics on the 1053 

Earth and the plate tectonic-like behavior exhibited by Europa, we should remember several 1054 

factors affecting tectonic driving mechanisms that are different between the two worlds. For 1055 

example, temperature-driven buoyancy changes between the surface and interior of the ice shell 1056 

are insufficient to drive subduction (Johnson et al., 2017). In addition, Europa’s surface is 1057 

predominantly water ice, and thus will not undergo the eclogitization process that increases the 1058 

density of subducting slabs on Earth.  Though higher density water ice phases exist, the pressure 1059 

in Europa’s water ice layer is never high enough to initiate a change in the solid phase. 1060 

Compositional changes driven by salt content and porosity, however, may provide the necessary 1061 
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negative buoyancy to aid in shallow subduction (Johnson et al., 2017). Yet, in places where 1062 

convergence is observed on Europa, there is no strong evidence for the directionality of 1063 

convergence (i.e. one plate subducting beneath the other), and it is possible that material loss in 1064 

convergent zones on Europa could be fed from both sides unlike what is observed on modern 1065 

Earth.  In other words, the conditions on Europa differ significantly from the global system of 1066 

plate tectonics on Earth.  While there is evidence and modeling to support the idea that the ice 1067 

beneath Europa’s lithosphere is convecting (e.g., Pappalardo et al., 1998; Pappalardo and Barr, 1068 

2004), there is also abundant evidence that tidal forces play a strong role in shaping Europa 1069 

tectonics (e.g., Kattenhorn & Hurford, 2009).  With this in mind, what mechanisms or 1070 

combination of mechanisms could plausibly drive global or regional plate-like motions on 1071 

Europa? 1072 

One possibly productive line of reasoning would be to compare Europa plate behavior to 1073 

early tectonic regimes on the Earth, during the Hadean to Archean when the conditions may not 1074 

have been favorable for subduction or global plate tectonics. A warmer Hadean/Archean mantle 1075 

(post magma ocean) would hamper the development of plate tectonics in multiple compounding 1076 

ways. For example, hotter mantle temperatures could increase the buoyancy of the oceanic 1077 

lithosphere to the extent that it can no longer subduct even with eclogitization (e.g., Davies, 1078 

1992).  Hotter mantle temperatures also reduce mantle viscosity and, correspondingly, 1079 

convective stresses (Cooper et al., 2006; Sandu et al., 2011) such that the yield strength of the 1080 

lithosphere may not be met further inhibiting subduction (Moresi & Solomatov, 1998).  Yet, 1081 

some simulations of early Earth dynamics demonstrate that subduction may still be possible 1082 

within these limited conditions, but it is weak, intermittent, and likely not long-lived (van Hunen 1083 

& Moyen, 2012).  In other words, though the early Earth was suboptimal for a global network of 1084 

well-developed, long-lasting subduction zones (a.k.a. plate tectonics), episodic surface removal 1085 

and compression driven by weak subduction that could mimic characteristics of plate tectonics 1086 

was still possible, which suggests that this possibility may also exist for the suboptimal 1087 

conditions for subduction on Europa. 1088 

The apparent limits to the magnitude and lateral extent of plate motions on Europa 1089 

suggests that there may be self-limiting behavior, either within the plates or the driving 1090 

mechanism, that inhibits the development of long-lived plate motions.  On Earth, plate motion 1091 

can become “congested” upon the advent of subducting buoyant material (e.g., Mueller & 1092 
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Phillips, 1991).  Moresi et al. (2014) modeled this congestion showing that the motion of the 1093 

subducting plate stalls during the accretion of buoyant material onto the overriding plate.  This 1094 

stalling then leads to a development of a diffuse plate boundary which remains in operation until 1095 

the migration of the subduction zone and plate motion resumes.  The timing of this process from 1096 

congestion to re-establishment of the subduction zone and return to stable plate motion is 1097 

dependent on the strength of the overriding plate (Moresi et al., 2014).  This mechanism could 1098 

explain how variations in buoyancy driven by composition and/or temperature within the ice 1099 

could lead to temporary, but repeating bursts of lateral plate motions. 1100 

Our observations can help place Europa in a tectonic regime context for comparative 1101 

planetology.  However, this exercise must be done with careful attention to the variability in 1102 

tectonic regimes as well as the non-unique nature of dynamic systems (Weller & Lenardic, 1103 

2012).  Stagnant lid and mobile (or “active”) lid regimes are often used to bracket the end 1104 

members of global tectonic settings delineating between a single lithospheric plate with no 1105 

discernible lateral motion and multiple plates moving and interacting (e.g., Moresi & Solomatov, 1106 

1998).  The episodic regime is classically described as a transient state between periods of 1107 

mobile and stagnant lid tectonics (Moresi & Solomatov, 1998).  Yet geodynamic models within 1108 

parameter sweep investigations of tectonic regimes produce varied behavior beyond those three 1109 

regimes (e.g., Lenardic, 2018).  Several of the non-end-member regimes may be applicable to 1110 

Europa.  For example, “sluggish” lid describes behavior that sits between mobile and stagnant 1111 

lid, where lateral surface motion persists, but at velocities lower than those in the actively 1112 

convecting region below (Lenardic, 2018).  In the sluggish lid regime, which can occur globally 1113 

or regionally, surface motion is driven by traction forces at the base of the lid (e.g., Phillips, 1114 

1990; Lenardic, 2018).  Phillips (1990) argued that a tectonic regime driven by traction forces 1115 

explains large-scale deformation on Venus.  Rozel et al. (2015) demonstrated a ridge-only 1116 

regime wherein deformation is centralized around ridge within a more resistant, stagnant 1117 

lithosphere.  While the ridge-only regime may not be applicable to the observations of 1118 

deformation and plate motion on Europa, it does highlight the variability of tectonic regimes 1119 

between mobile and stagnant lid.  In addition, the process of transitioning between tectonic 1120 

regimes, such as from heat-pipe/stagnant lid to mobile lid introduces short-lived bursts of 1121 

lithospheric deformation and motion not solely reflective of a single end-member regime (e.g., 1122 

Beall et al., 2018).  The observations of plate-like motions on Europa presented in this study can 1123 
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provide tests for geodynamic studies exploring a wider range of tectonic regimes, as well as the 1124 

transitions between them.  1125 

The dominance of left lateral displacements and clockwise plate rotations in the northern 1126 

Falga study area, and right lateral displacements and counterclockwise plate rotations in study 1127 

areas south of the equator match the predicted behavior of tidally-driven faults on Europa 1128 

(Rhoden et al., 2012).  This provides evidence that tidal forces must be an important component 1129 

of the driving mechanism for plate-like behavior on Europa.  The question is, do tides act in 1130 

concert with convection in driving plate motions?  Or does a shift in convective regime from 1131 

stagnant to mobile lid simply act to weaken the stiff surface ice, so that tidal forces can take over 1132 

to mobilize the plates?  Weakened plates could be mobilized by edge-driven tidal shear forces, 1133 

and perhaps some or all of the extension and contraction observed in these plate systems is 1134 

passively accommodating these shear motions.  Some aspects of plate behavior on Europa may 1135 

resemble the behavior of terrestrial microplates (see discussion in Melton, 2018 and references 1136 

therein) where small rigid plates are jostling to accommodate large-scale regional strain. 1137 

 1138 

5 Conclusion 1139 

Surveying a large swath of Europa’s surface, at least three regions were found where the 1140 

tectonic behavior is best described by motions along narrow boundaries in a system of rigid 1141 

plates – in other words, plate tectonic-like behavior.  Multi-stage reconstructions of these areas 1142 

show divergent, strike-slip, and convergent motions are accommodated along various 1143 

boundaries, just like the system of plate boundaries on the Earth.  However, the plate tectonic-1144 

like behavior on Europa shows clear differences from the current behavior of plate tectonics on 1145 

Earth.  Unlike the Earth, Europa’s plate systems are regionally confined and do not appear to be 1146 

active at the same time.  Not all of the surface surveyed was best described by plate tectonic-like 1147 

behavior.  None of the areas of plate tectonic-like behavior have been active in the recent past (as 1148 

defined by when the most recent ridges formed), thus something has caused plate motions to 1149 

cease. 1150 

Our observations lead to a fascinating variety of open questions.  What is the role of 1151 

convection versus tidal forces in driving plate motions on Europa?  What do the scale of plates 1152 

and the magnitude of plate motions tell us about the driving mechanisms for plate motions on 1153 
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Europa?  What makes the plate behavior turn on and off, and how long does it last?  How much 1154 

material from Europa’s lower crust or ocean is exposed during plate motions, and how much 1155 

surface material is subsumed into Europa’s ice shell?  This last question is important for 1156 

understanding Europa’s habitability.  When Europa Clipper returns a much more complete high 1157 

resolution image mosaic of Europa’s surface in the early 2030s, we can look forward to 1158 

performing more detailed and complete reconstructions of plate motions, and perhaps make 1159 

significant progress on these open questions. 1160 
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